is undersiiood that short-lived flows composed of a few packThis paper proposes a novel approach for adaptive flow classification for flow-based hybrid switching systems to match the time varying trafFic/resource characteristics. It minimizes the maximum of the system resource utilizations associated with packet processing power, signalling capacity and routing table size. After formulating the proposed flow adaptation as a min-max stochastic control problem, a heuristic algorithm is developed. The simulation study based on real traces shows the viability of the proposed flow adaptation for dynamic resource management in hybrid switching system design. The algorithm is simple to implement and only requires the adaptation of two global variables at time intervals of every few seconds based on the present usage of resources.
Introduction
I P traffic is becoming the killer application for ATM networks. One challenge in current network research is how to effectively transport I P traffic over ATM networks. IP was independently developed on the basis of a connectionless model, while ATM was originally designed for connection-oriented services. I P traffic is usually switched using packet softwareforwarding technology, which is expensive and has substantially limited forwarding capacity. In contrast, ATM switches are designed with high transmission bandwidth, but having limited connection setup processing capacity due to its complex signalling structure developed for connection-oriented services. The RFC 1932 [l] at IETF indicates the trend of I P over software forwarding and layer 2 ATM hardware switching. It ATM towards a hybrid approach to support both layer 9 IP *The research reported here was supported by NSF under grant NCR-9314387, and Southwestern Bell. ets are well suited for hop-by-hop layer 3 software forwarding while long-lived flows containing a large amount of packets are good for layer 2 hardware switching. Multiprotocol over ATM (MPOA) is an example of hybrid approach which supports both the default forwarding across subnetwork borders via MPOA servers (MPSs) and cut-through switching to bypass MPLSs. In the recent release of MPOA document at the ATM forum [2], flow classification is considered to be the key component for cut-through switching at an ingress MPOA client (M PC). Other hybrid switching approaches have been proposed under such names as I P switching, cell switched router (CSR), tag switching and aggregate route-based I P switching (ARIS) [3, 5, 4, 61, where Layer 3 routing and label binding/swapping are used as a substitute of layer 2 ATM routing rmd signalling for ATM hardware switching connection setup. The technology is generally called multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) [7], which can be further classified into the data driven approach [3, 51 and the topology driven approach [4, 61. The data driven approach is flow-based, which is to set up a layer 2 connection on the first few packet arrivals of each flow. A flow classification algorithm needs to be implemented on-line to decide whether the cut-through connection is to be set up for a flow. Hence, one key issue in the flow-based hybrid switch design is the on-line classification of flows into long-lived and short-lived flows on packet arrivals.
Most ATM system analyses so far have focused on cell transmission bandwidth allocation and cell buffer dimensioning/scheduling for user information transfer. Breaking down the cost of any ATM switching system, it is not difficult to recognize that a significant portion of the system cost will be for other resources directly aasociated with packet processing power, signalling capacity and routing table size. Let us define these major resources: (1) software-forwarding capacity, i.e., the available rate to forward packets by embed- ded software; (2) connection-setup capacity, i.e., the available rate to set up local hardware switched connections for transport of long-lived flows; and (3) active-connection capacity, i.e., the number of table entries available for active long-lived flows. Fig. 1 shows a logical diagram for a flow-based hybrid switching system. Incoming packets are identified and classified into short-lived and long-lived flows. The short-lived flows are sent to layer 3 for software forwarding, consuming the software-forwarding resource. The long-lived flows are cut-through switched via a layer 2 connection, taking both connection-setup and active-connection resources. Obviously, an inadequate allocation of any of these resources can cause substantial damage to network performance.
The overall resource availability at each individual switching system is based on its own design strategies, which vary depending on time, vendors, technologies and applications. Especially in the product design stage, it is difficult to predict future applications and their t r d c characteristics, whose variation can drastically change the demand for individual resources. In consequence, the utilization of the major resources at a switching system is likely to be highly unbalanced and time varying. A system which may have sufficient resources for today's demand may soon become partially overloaded for tomorrow's demand due to its highly unbalanced operation and changing traf?ic/resource characteristics.
So far the proposed flow classification algorithms are static. A chosen static flow classification may work well in one system and/or for one application at one time, but is likely to fail to apply at other time, to other systems and/or for different applications. Here we propose a novel approach, i.e., adaptive flow classification, which is to ensure any given switching system to operate in a mode such that the maximum of the utilizations for the three major resources is minimized in a highly variable traffic environment with timevarying resource availabilities. A simple, effective algorithm is developed to show its viability for dynamic resource management in hybrid switching system design. The algorithm only requires the adaptation of two global variables at time intervals of every few seconds based on the present usage of the three resources.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. a min-max stochastic control problem. Section 4 shows the development of a heuristic algorithm. The simulation study based on the real traces in Section 5 indicates the viability of the proposed flow adaptation to the dynamic resource management in flow-based hybrid switching system design. Section 6 provides the conclusion and the directions of future work.
Static Flow Classification
The actual design of flow classification is implementation specific, not defined by MPOA and IP switching documents One classification approach proposed in [3, 51 is to classify flows by applications, such as ftp, http or ipip, which are directly identifiable from each packet's port IDS. That is, the classification of a short-lived flow or a long-lived flow is purely dependent on the long term statistical measurement of the average flow duration and the average number of packets per flow, with respect to each common application. Our analysis of the FIXWEST backbone trace, however, shows a great diversity of flow durations and packet numbers per flow in some common applications such as http and dns. At the host+port granularity, Fig. 2a shows the cumulative distribution of the number of packets per flow identified at a given timeout T = 64 sec, with respect to each of the three dominant applications http, dns and apap. (The other applications represent less than 28% of the total traffic in packets), It is clear that most http and dns flows contain a small number of packets. For instance, there are 87% http flows and 97% dns flows with fewer than 20 packets. Yet, these flows only generate 45% of the total http packets and 46% of the total dns packets, as can be seen in Fig. 2b for the packet percentage of http and dns flows with less than or equal to m packets per flow. In other words, the remaining 13% of http flows and 3% of dns flows will generate 55% of the total http packets and 54% of the total dns packets. If both http and dns are classified as short-lived flows while all the other applications are assumed to be hardware switched, about 50% of the overall packets in the trace will have to be softwareforwarded, which can easily exceed the software-forwarding capacity at a switch. In contrast, when both are classified as long-lived flows, they alone will require the capacity of holding 50,000 active connections and handling 600 connection setups per second on average, which is excessive for an average of 27 Mbps traffic load. It is obvious that the applicationbased flow classification will result in highly unbalanced usage of system resources.
For convenience, we describe the demand for individual resources by the following three discrete-time random variables: S(n): software-forwarding demand at time n C(n): connection-setup demand at time n A(n): active-connection demand at time n Where n takes integer values. Here we define demands at discrete time n for the convenience of the later development where the measurements take place at a fixed time interval.
Another classification approach recently proposed in [9], based on which our work is developed, is to introduce a counter to every flow such that the first X packet arrivals of every flow are always software-forwarded and the remaining packets if exist will be hardware-switched, independent of applications. Since both timeout T and counter value X are statically assigned, one may call it the static X / T algorithm. The preliminary study in [9] examined the effect of X on system resources for a given T = 60 sec at the host granularity. They found that the static X/T algorithm effectively separates the short-lived flows from the long-lived flows as compared to the application-based one. Note that the activeconnection resource taken by each individual long-lived flow is released upon its termination (i.e., once the packet interarrival time exceeds T). Our investigation on the joint effect of X and T in Figs. 3a-c using the FIXWEST trace indicates that the average demand on each individual resource can be significantly affected by the selection of X and T . Also plotted in Figs. 3d is the average number of packets per long-lived flow. With a proper selection of X and T, this flow algorithm may effectively filter out short-lived flows from long-lived flows, while balancing the three resource utilizations. The key issue with the static X/T algorithm is the selection of X and T, which may work well in one system for one application at a particular time, but fail to apply to the others for the reasons explained in Section 1.
There can be other application-independent flow algo- 
imer T I ) .
A long-lived flow terminates when its entry is removed. On the other hand, the holding time of each VPC/VCC will be maintained independently and terminates if its idling period exceeds a certain value T2. Hence, there will bi? no signalling resource requirement upon a long-lived flow arrival if its associated VPC/VCC is still alive; multiple long-lived flows may be transmitted on the same VPC/VCC. A version close to such an application-independent algorithm, where only X, Y and TI are required for flow classification, was recently examined in [lo] for Ipsilon I P switching system. Again, the algorithm is found to give superior performance over the application-based flow algorithm.
So far all the algorithms are static, i.e., their control parameters such as ( X , T ) or ( X , Y , T l , T 2 ) are statically assigned. The study in [9, 101 focused on the selection of such static values based on some available I P traffic statistics, without considering the constraint on individual resource availabilities. In the following we propose a new concept of adaptive flow classification. That is, the control variables will be dynamically adjusted according to both the time varying I P traffic characteristics and the present constraint on individual resource availabilities, such that the maximum utilization among the three constrained resources yill be minimized to achieve a balanced operation. Without loss of generality, our analysis will be built upon the ( X , T ) model. Its design principle can be generally applied to other models such as the above (X, Y, T I , T2) model. Note that since our study focuses on the fundamental issues in flow adaptation algorithm development, the model may not be directly applicable to specific systems. For instance, in the MPOA system design one needs to further consider the separate location of individual resources at MPS's and MPCs. Also, in the Ipsilon I P switching design one needs to consider the impact of local flow adaptation at individual switching nodes on the end-toend network performance.
Adaptive Flow Classification
The proposed adaptive flow classification algorithm is based on the static X / T algorithm, subject to a periodic adaptation of the control parameters ( X , T ) to the traffic/resource change. A cost function may be introduced using some measured metric and minimized through the flow adaptation process. Without loss of generality, we assume fixed resource capacities for a given system, denoted by S, , , C , , and A,,, respectively. Hence, no packet or flow will be lost at the n-th adaptation interval if and only if we simultaneously achieve S(n) 5 S, , , C ( n ) 5 Cmax and A(n) 5 A,,,,.
Note that we have ignored the packet loss caused by the shortage of cell transmission bandwidth and cell buffer capacity, assuming that these two resources are relatively less constrained.
Several possible cost functions can be selected for the adaptive control optimization. Here we choose the minimization of the maximum of the three resource utilizations. In other words, our objective is to avoid the overloading of individual resource(s) simply because any individual resource overloading will result in packet/flow losses. Note that the control of packet/flow loss minimization is more difficult to implement than the direct control of balancing resources. Hence, a natural choice of the metric to be measured is the instantaneous utilization of the three resources, expressed by As in the design of any feedback control systems, it is highly undesirable to have the controlled system adapt to highfrequency disturbance, which otherwise may drive the control system unstable. To avoid such over reactions to insignificant demand variation, we further introduce a first-order low-pass filter operation to damp the variation in pi(n), i.e.,
where w i is the weighting factor taken between 0 and 1. One can strengthen the damping by choosing a small u,. Based on the stochastic control framework, one can further formulate the min-max control problem by with {T,} and {X,} are the time sequence of the two control variables. Note that $ E:==, [.] takes the time average operation of the utilization which is the maximum among all three utilizations at time n, whose expectation, represented by E{T,}, (x~}[.] , is to be minimized as time goes to infinity.
In real systems, packet or flow losses occur whenever an individual pi(n) exceeds 1. The control performance can be measured by the average loss rate due to the overflow of each individual resource, defined by L1: packet software-forwarding loss rate Lz: flow connection-setup blocking rate L3: flow loss rate due to cache table overflow.
It is worth mentioning that the cost function J in (3) can be redesigned to reflect the performance difference caused by the individual loss rates. The actual monetary cost of different resources may also be built into the cost function to help system engineers to optimize the resource allocation in system design stage.
Algorithm Development
While the theoretical analysis of the above nonlinear stochastic control system is to be further pursued, here we present the results towards the development of a heuristic control algorithm.
Control Architecture
and 63(72). seven operation regions can be identified:
Choosing the criterion a ( n ) w bJ(n), instead of bZ(n) = bj(n), is to prevent possible over reaction to insignificant disturbances. We define b.(n) M b,(n) if and only if Ib,(n) -bJ (n)l 5 e where E can be assigned.
One can then describe such a system by a finite state ma, chine where each state is associated with one region. The balanced state Ro is the desired state in the sense that the maximum utilization is minimized in Ro. The system is often drifted away from state Ro to other partially overloaded states due to the nonstationary traffic variation and/or the resource capacity change. Our control objective is then to drive the system to converge to Ro in finite steps such that a near-optimal control is achieved in terms of minimizing J in (3). It can be formulated as a hierarchical stochastic learning automata system [ll]. In what follows, we briefly describe such a control system in context to our problem setting.
A stochastic learning automata system is composed of N states. In our case N = 7. Among all these states there is a desired state, to which the system should converge to as soon as possible under any nonstationary perturbation.
In our case, this state is a. The input from the environment are measured at discrete time n + 1, which are p z ( n + l),ps(n + l ) , p l ( n + 1) in our case. They are used to identify the system state at time n + 1. Assigned to each state are a set of actzons and its associated probability set. In our case, each action is represented with a pre-assigned running of X and T . To drive the system from any undesired state to the desired state, an action is probabilistically selected from the action set based on the given probability set. The probability set in a particular state, say, R,, is selfadjusted by a learnzng algorithm at time n + 1 if the system Depending on the relative differences among bl (n), bz(n) Figure 4 : T h e hierarchical structure of t h e control system.
was in state Ri at time n. The learning algorithm is designed using the information at both current and previous states (including the previous action selected).
We first define our stochastic learning automata system in mathematical terms. Use R(n) to represent the system state at time n. For a state R(n) =. Rj! assume there are T possible actions denoted by G3 = {a:, ai, ...,ai}. One of them, denoted by aL(n), is probabilistically selected from G j using the present probability vector
Such a probability vector at time n + 1 may be adjusted by a learning algorithm (LA)
Note that the next state R(n + 1) = Ri is the outcome of both the action &(n) in state R(n) = Rj and the present random traffic arrivals. Hence, p3 (n + 1) is updated based on &(n) and pj(n). This is a learning algorithm in the sense that the adjustment of the probability for taking a particular action in the future is determined by the outcome R(n + 1) = Ri induced by the same action at time n. If the outcome Ri is a favorable (unfavorable) state, the probability for taking the same action in the future is increased (decreased), whereas the probabilities for the other actions are relatively reduced (increased). Such probability update prevents the system from being trapped in a partially overloaded state or jumping among several partially overloaded states indefinitely. Fig. 4 shows the structure of a two-level hierarchical learning automata system for our problem setting. The reason behind the specific choice of the number of actions for each state will be explained later. The input variables to the control system are the instantaneous utilizations ph(n+l), Vk, measured at time n + 1. The first level is to identify the current state R(n + 1) = Ri based on @ k ( n + l), Vk, obtained from (2). At the second level, the probability vector pj (n) of the previous state R(n) = Rj is updated to pj(n + 1) by (4); the new control action as output will then be selected from Gi by the probability vector p i ( n + l ) of the current state R(n+l) = Ri.
Our control output can be described by (ATn+l,AX,+l), which represents the incremental change of the control variables (T,+1, x , +~) from the previous (Tn, Xn). Because the high dependency of ( p l ( n + l), p2(n + l), p s ( n + 1)) on the previous ( p l ( n ) , p z ( n ) , ps(n)), we must have (Tn+1, X,+I) strongly related to the previous (Tn, X , ) . Obviously, con- 
Algorithm Design
To identify a proper action set associated with each state and so to design an effective learning algorithm, let us first qualitzLtively characterize the properties of the seven states with rlespect to ( X , T ) .
From the physical meaning of each individual resource, one can easily identify the monotone property of jl(n + 1) and$3(n+l) toT, w.r.t. X , , andj?k(n+l) to X , w.r.t. Tn, Vk, as shown in Table 1 . The dependency of Bz(n + 1) on T, w.r.t. X, is not monotonic in strict sense as indicated by the question marks for the corresponding entries in Table 1 . The monotone property breaks down when T becomes very small. An extreme scenario is when T approaches zero with X 2 1.
In thiri case I j 2 ( n + 1) degenerates to zero instead of getting increased. However, for the real implementation, cache entry timeoiit T can not be set at a too small value to avoid the thrashing effect. For all the Internet and campus traces we tested, the monotone property of j 2 ( n + 1) to T, as shown in Table 1 are preserved even for T as small as 1 second for a wide range of X values. We call this empirically observed monotone property the quasi-monotone property, and shall use this property for our adaptive algorithm design and rely on the learning capability of our automata control system to safeguard against any potential repetition of taking wrong actions in case this quasi-monotone property breaks down.
At the first glance, one may consider the optimal design of the static X/T algorithm with respect to X and T for given traffic characteristics. Assume that the optimal solution is found at ( X o , T O ) , where all the three average utilizations are balanced at po, For each resource, one can then draw the equi- balanced point p l = p2 = ps, the single optimal point is naturally extended to an optimal operation region. Fig. 5 shows the overlapped three curves, which divides the ( X , T ) assignment into seven regions as defmed by the states Ro N Rg, except to replace @%(n) with p . for the static assignment. E~' S in Fig. 5 are properly adjusted to reflect [pi -pjl = E , which defines the boundaries. Associated with each partially overloaded region in Fig. 5 , we further use the notation of arrows to describe the possible actions to adjust X and T for the purpose of driving the system from any partially overloaded region into the balanced region Ro. For instance at R4 where both p l and pz are overloaded, from Table 1 one can identify the only action of increasing T that has the effect of simultaneously reducing p~ and pz. Similarly at R1 where p l is relatively overloaded, it is shown in Table  1 that both reducing X and increasing T can have the same effect of reducing p l . This is why three possible actions are selected at R1: reducing X (action l), increasing T (action 2), or both (action 3), each of which is represented by one arrow within the region R1. Assigning three actions to R1 also reduces the chance for repeatedly taking action 2 when the quasi-monotone property breaks down. The proper actions in the remaining partially overloaded regions can then be similarly constructed from Table 1. Note that some partially overloaded regions can become null depending on applications.
Once we understand the static design of the optimal ( X " , To), it should not be difficult to extend the above phase diagram to the adaptive assignment of ( X n , T n ) . At any time instant n, we can define an optimal solution (Xg,T,") such that it reaches the balanced region using the minimum number of adaptation steps m, i.e., @l(n + m)
Thus, based on the current @l(n),@z(n) and @3(n), one can identify its region at time n and then take the corresponding action to reach Ro in minimum steps. Due to the time variation of traffic characteristics and resource availabilities, the balanced utilization p"(n + m )
will be a moving target through the adaptation of (X,, T,). Our algorithm is designed on the basis of the phase diagram in Fig. 5 . First, since the assignment of (Xn+l,Tn+l) is expected to be highly dependent on (X,, T,), one can use As summarized in Table 2 , in the design of A X , and AT, we use "0" for no change, "+" for some positive value and 'l-" for some negative value. In practice, X , is defined in packet units and T, in second units. Both X , and T, must be positive. For simplicity, one may assign some small fixed values to AT, and AX,, independent of the quantitative differences in {el(n), /jz(n),@3(n)}. For example, we take A X , equal to 1 for action 'I+" and -1 for action "-" as long as X , > 0. Similarly it is defined for AT, = 51.
Our real trace study indicates that @k(n), Vk, is more sen-(AX,, AT') to represent the control actions in each region. a single resource is considered). Of course, the cross point sitive to X , than to T, when X , is small. In other words, when X,-1 is small, taking A X , = 1 or -1 can significantly change the balance among the three utilizations, which may lead to undesired control oscillation. This is because many flows in IP traffic consist of a few packets. When Xn-1 is small, taking A X , = 1 or -1 may substantially change the balance between short-lived flows and long-lived flows. To prevent this from happening, one may replace A X , = f l by a small noninteger value such as 510.25 or f0.50 for small X,.
The selection of A X , can be dependent on X,. In practice, a noninteger X , can be implemented through a simple probabilistic assignment. For instance, taking the control variable X , = 6.25 means that 75% of flow arrivals will be classified by X , = 6 while the rest 25% by X , = 7.
For the three possible control actions associated with each of R1, R2 and R3 in Table 3 , a probabilistic assignment is used to choose one of the three actions. One can develop a learning algorithm as defined in (4) to update the corresponding probability vectors p'(n), p2(n) and p3(n). Every vector has three probability elements, defined for three actions and denoted by p3
Our learning algorithm is partially summerized in Table   4 . Interested reader can refer to the extended version [12] for complete list of updatings. Let us use the phase diagram to understand the entries in the learning algorithm in Table 4 .
Suppose that action 1 was taken at R(n) = R1, moving the system to R(n + 1) = R2. According to the phase diagram in Fig. 5 , it is very likely that such a move from R1 to Rz is partially due to the over reacting of action 1 at R1. The learning algorithm should then be able to reduce the probability of action 1 at R1, which is achieved by increasing the probability of the other action(s), such as action 2 in the phase diagram. In Table 4 , such a probability adjustment is represented by {1-, 2+}, which is to weaken action 1 while strengthen action 2 once the state R1 is moved to Rz through one adaptation. The purpose is to reduce the likelihood for the stochastic learning automata system to repeat the same mistake when it comes back to state R1. All the possible probability adjustments for different state transitions can be similarly constructed. For some transitions, however, one may not be able to exactly identify if the transition is attributed to the action taken in the previous Table 4 : Probability adjustment for actions in state R(n). 'i+' means to increase the prob. of action i and 'i-' means to reduce the prob. of action i.
state. For instance, consider the transition from R3 to R1 upon action 1. From the phase diagram one may not be able to identify if such a transition is caused by action 1 in R3, which otherwise would require further knowledge of the operating point within the regions R3 and R1. In this situation, we may simply choose to weaken action 1 while strengthen action 2 in state R3 for the purpose of reducing the likelihood of repetition of such transitions.
There are two types of probability adjustment in Table 4 . One only deals with the probability adjustment of action 1 and action 2, expressed by with 01,cyz E {action 1,action 2) and X is the tunning parameter in the range of (OJ). The other type requires the probability adjustment of all three actions, expressed by
Simulation Study
The following parameters are provided for the simulation study. The adaptation time interval is taken at 2 seconds. The criterion for bi(n) M &(n) is measured by E = 0.1. The weighting factors (w1, w~, w3) for damped utilization are chosen at (0.5,0.4,0.6). The tunning parameter X in the learning algorithm is fixed at 0.5.
We first consider the Internet backbone traffic using the FIXWEST trace. Define flows at the host+port granularity. The following &ed resource capacities are assumed to be available:
where Cm, is considered to be relatively more constrained.
In practice, the system can arbitrarily choose its initial control values (T0,Xo). Let us first examine the impact of different (To, Xo) on the transient convergence behavior of the controlled system. Three sets of (T0,Xo) are randomly selected and given by (4,4), (20,4), and (10,lO) . In order to stimulate a highly nonstationary transient period, all our simulations further assume the initial traffic to be zero. shows tlie first 200 seconds convergence behavior of the three instantaneous resource utilizations defined in (1). As one can see, the substantial overloading and underloading of the initial impact are soon extinguished, despite the vastly different initial values (T0,Xo). After the initial 80 seconds period, all pi(n:i's are approaching to 80%. Also plotted in Fig. 6 is the cont,rol sequence of T, and X , , which are approaching to 7 and 8 respectively. The FIXWEST t r x e is found to be rather smooth during the 20 minutes collection. This is why all ,p%(n)'s are soon stabilized and (T,, X , ) stay virtually unchanged after the initial impact. For comparison purposes, we also present in Fig. 7 the first 200 seccinds simulation result for the static flow classification under tlie same condition as in Fig. 6 , except with (T,, X , ) fixed at ( T n , X n ) = (T0,Xo). One can see some substantial overloading of individual resources. Note that the trace used for the simulation is only 20 minutes long, which is quite stationary in the sense that the daily traffic level and pattern changes have not come into play. Hence, even if a fixed operation point is found to be optimal at some time of a day, it is very likely for the same system to operate in a highly unbalanceid mode as the daily traffic level and pattern change.
We now examine the adaptivity of the proposed algorithm to potential abrupt traffic change. The same 20-minute trace is adopted here except that its certain applications are abruptly turned on and off. The three dominant applications in the trace are ipip, dns and http, each of which consists of 18%, 16% and 38% of the total packets, respectively. Different applications may have different requirement on re- sources at each given ( T , X ) . Hence, turning these applications on and off within a 20 minutes time period would create a somewhat exaggerated worst caSe scenario for the daily traffic change. Within the first 100 seconds, the ipip traffic is turned off. The http traffic is then turned off within the next two separate time intervals, Le., n = (200,2301 and n = (300,4001 in seconds. The dns traffic is last turned off within n = (500,6001. The same resource capacities defined in (7) are assumed to be available. Fig. 8 shows the time adaptation of the dynamic resource management to the abrupt traffic change. The initial value (T0,Xo) is set at (2,2), which is far from the optimal point. To concentrate on the effect of the abrupt traffic change, the first 32 seconds transient period of the initial impact has been neglected in the plots. Also displayed in Fig. 8 is the control sequence of T, and X,. Obviously, the proposed heuristic algorithm has quickly adapted to the abrupt traffic change. Upon each turning off and turning on, as explicitly shown in the last plot of Fig. 8 , we do see some momentary undershoot and overshoot behavior of the individual pz(n)'s. This is a common phenomenon in control systems. With finer parameter tunning, which is beyond the scope of this study, such momentary undershoots and overshoots can be further reduced. It is clear that the proposed flow adaptation algorithm can resume the resource balancing shortly after each abrupt traffic change. In this case, the average utilization of the three resources is found to be well balanced and equal to about 73%. The occurred packet/flow loss rates are measured by (h, Lz, L3) = (2.8e-4,2.9e-4,0). In fact, the packet loss contributed by the abrupt change of turning-on the http traffic, which is equivalent to an instantaneous 38% traffic jump on an Internet backbone link.
rate L1 = 2.8e-4 and flow loss rate L2 = 2.9e-4 are solely To see whether the adaptive approach would work well with campus traffic, we take a 20-minute fast Ethernet trace collected on campus at Cisco Systems Inc. on March 4, 1997. The average bit rate for this trace is 5.5 Mbps. Consider the system resources given by (S, , , C, , , A,,)= (500, 400, 1,000). Fig. 9 shows the corresponding resource adaptation to the highly fluctuated campus trace. Although the campus traffic contains less volume than the backbone traffic, its resource requirement can be significant. While the average utilizations in Fig. 9 are only about 20%, their maximum value can reach as high as 90%. In other words, the adaptive algorithm can become less effective when the traffic tends to be more fluctuated.
So far all our case studies have been focused on the effect of traffic characteristics on the performance of the adaptive algorithm and fixed resource capacities are assumed. In practice, however, this assumption is unlikely to be true as discussed in Section 1. It is important to study the performance of the adaptive approach with time varying resource capacities. Fig. 10 gives the simulation results for the FIXWEST trace under some severe resource capacity variations. We first assume that the maximum resource capacities are (Smaz, C, , , , A,,,) = (8000,500,8000). For these fixed capacities we find the static near-optimal control parameters ( X , T ) = (8, lo), achieving the balanced average utilization of 50%. Consider then the variation of the three resource capacities described in Fig. 1Oi . They are first reduced to 40% of their maxima, in turn with 100 sec duration each, at time 68 sec, 268 sec, and 468 sec, respectively. They are then changed to 80% of their maxima at time 668 6ec, 718 sec, and 768 sec, respectively. We first show the simulai tion result of the static approach with fixed ( X , T ) = (8,lO) in Fig. lOa,b ,c. As one can see, the resource capacity variations easily drive the utilizations out of balance, resulting in constant overflow of individual resource(s) while the other resources are highly under-utilized. In contrast, Fig. lOd,e ,f provide the corresponding simulation result of the adaptive approach started at ( X O , TO) = (8,lO) . It is obvious that the adaptive algorithm effectively adjusts its control parameters to minimize the maximum resource utilization or balance the whole resource utilizations given the abrupt change of individual resource capacities. That is, the residual capacities of all resources are fully used to absorb the potential overflow of individual resources. The adaptation of (Xn, T,) plays an important role in balancing the resources. In summary, our simulation study exhibits the viability of the proposed flow adaptation to the dynamic allocation of constrained resources under time varying traffic/resource conditions.
Conclusion and Future Work
In the design of hybrid switching systems, we introduced a new concept of adaptive flow classification, which offers a unique way to dynamically minimize the maximum of the three resource utilizations under time varying traffic/resource environment. The model of flow adaptation was formulated as a min-max stochastic control problem. Based on the monotone property of each individual resource demand with respect to the control parameters X and T , a simple heuristic algorithm was developed. Our simulation study based on both real Internet and intranet traces revealed the significant advantage of the adaptive flow classification approach over the static approach. The algorithm is simple, but by no means optimal. Since the time complexity of ( X , T ) adaptation is negligible as compared to other functions in a real system, more sophisticated algorithms can be developed for further performance improvement. For instance, one may build the monetary cost of individual resources into the control model such that the overall cost of the resources is to be minimized in the switch product design. We can also extend the present work to include other resource constraints. For I P switching, although the flow classification can be implemented locally in each 1P switch, the impact of this distributed scheme on the end-to-end performance with more than two I P switches along the path is subject to future investigation.
